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Abstract—Surrounding the application requirement of mi-
crowave communication system with merits of lower power con-
sumption and higher data rates, this project investigates digital
phase shifter with high phase accuracy for smart microwave
phased array application. In this project, an 8-bit digital phase
shifter using vector-sum architecture is presented. A common-
gate common-source (CG-CS) active balun and a 2-stage poly-
phase filter (PPF) are utilized for differential and quadrature
signals generation, respectively. Meanwhile, four identical VGAs
using digital control DAC cell are combined for amplitude
modulation and vector summation. To verify the mechanism
mentioned above, the proposed digital phase shifter is simulated
based on a 28nm CMOS technology, which features a maximum
RMS phase error of 0.66◦ and a maximum RMS gain error of
0.19 dB from 18 GHz to 24 GHz. Additionally, the proposed
digital phase shifter exhibits a peak gain of 8.8 dB with 15 mW
power consumption.

Index Terms—Digital phase shifter, active balun, poly-phase
filter, vector-sum, phased array.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ever-increasing application requirement of
wireless communication system, microwave phased

array system shown in Fig. 1 is widespread [1]. Meanwhile,
phase shifters with higher phase accuracy and lower power
consumption are in great demand for higher quality beam-
forming capability. Due to the merits of flexible control and
no power consumption, switch-type phase shifter [2] and
reflection-type phase shifter [3] are well developed in recent
years. However, they suffer from large insertion loss and
big chip area. To achieve a phase shifting characteristic with
power gain and small chip area, on-chip digital vector-sum
phase shifters are introduced [4], [5]. Nevertheless, these phase
shifters need an extra current control circuits for phase shifting
control, which is not easy to be extended for higher phase
resolution. Thus, this project introduces a novel VGA with
digital control DAC cell to implement the digital phase shifter
with the merits of power gain and high phase resolution. The
proposed phase shifter shows an extremely low RMS phase
error and gain variation in a small chip area, which is attractive
for smart microwave phased array application.

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN

Fig. 2(a) presents the architecture of the proposed digital
vector-sum phase shifter, which consists of five sections: an
active balun, a 4-stage power driver, a 2-stage poly-phase filter
(PPF), four identical VGAs with digital control DAC cell, and
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Fig. 1. Digital Phase shifter in a phased array transmitter system.

Fig. 2. (a) The architecture of the proposed vector-sum digital phase shifter.
(b) Four zones of the phase shifter to cover 360◦ phase shifting.

a differential to single (D2S) transformer. The radio-frequency
signal is injected in the active balun and 4-stage power driver
to obtain amplified differential signals with uniform amplitude.
Then, the 2-stage PPF converts the differential signals to
quadrature signals. Finally, quadrature signals are individually
amplified and vector summed by VGA and D2S transformer to
generate output signals with various phase shifting modulation.

A. Quadrature Signals Generation

Quadrature signals with low phase error and amplitude
variation are critical for vector-sum phase shifter design.
Meanwhile, in order to generate quadrature signals in a small
chip area, the active balun using common-gate common-source
(CG-CS) topology and 2-stage PPF based on R-C circuits are
implemented. Four PMOS loaded common-source amplifiers
are serial connected as a 4-stage power driver to compensate
the loss introduced by the 2-stage PPF.
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Fig. 3. Simulated gain results under 256 states, RMS gain variation, and
layout of the proposed phase shifter.

Fig. 4. Simulated phase shifting results under 256 states and RMS phase
error of the proposed phase shifter.

B. VGA with Digital-Control DAC Cell

As for a vector-sum phase shifter, the phase resolution is
mainly depended on the gain resolution of the VGA part.
Consequently, for obtaining a high phase resolution, the VGA
with digital control DAC cell is introduced. The gain generated
by the VGA can be adjusted by turning on/off the MOSs
with different ratio of width and length (i.e., W/L). The W/L
of the MOSs are in geometric sequence, which means only
six MOSs can achieve a 6-bit gain resolution. In order to
implement a 360◦ phase shifting range, four identical VGAs
with different differential signals injected are utilized. The
360◦ phase shifting range is divided into four zones. Only
two VGAs work on and the rest are closed in one zones. The
relationship between control code for DAC cell and four zones
is depicted in Fig. 2(b). Then, an 8-bit phase resolution can
be implemented by using these four 6-bit VGAs. Moreover,
the phase resolution is easy to be extended just by increasing
the quantity of MOSs in VGA.

III. RESULT

The proposed digital phase shifter was simulated in 28nm
CMOS technology. The chip layout is shown in Fig. 3 and
the core chip size is 0.36 mm × 0.135 mm. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
depict the simulated S-parameter results for 256 phase states
of the phase shifter. The peak gain is 8.8 dB. The minimum

RMS gain variation is 0.59 dB at 20 GHz and <0.66 dB over
18–24 GHz. Meanwhile, The minimum RMS phase error is
0.15◦ at 22 GHz and <0.19◦ over the whole operational band.
The overall power consumption in the digital phase shifter
including SPI control circuits is 15 mW from a 1 V supply
voltage. Table I summarizes and compares major performance
with current state-of-the-art phase shifters.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this project, an 8-bit digital phase shifter based on novel
VGA using digital control DAC cell is proposed for smart mi-
crowave phased array application. Active balun and poly-phase
filter are utilized for quadrature signals generation. Meanwhile,
four identical VGAs and a differential to single transformer
are employed for vector modulation and summation. Based
on a 28nm CMOS process, The simulated results exhibit that
the proposed phase shifter is featured with a maximum RMS
phase error of 0.66◦ and a maximum RMS gain variation of
0.19 dB from 18 GHz to 24 GHz.
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